
 Themen Kompetenzschwerpunkte

 Abiturvorbereitung – Ihr Weg zum Abitur 10

TOPIC 1 Shaping your identity  12

Getting started   Task: Creating a mood board on your lifestyle Doing research • Creating a mood board 13
Text workshop A  You are what you eat 

The Future of Food: the McCartneys’ tips on how to  
eat more sustainably

Analysing style, tone and register • Writing a blog 
post • Working with an infographic

14

Text workshop B  Sport – going above and beyond 
Mount Everest traffic jam: ‘Wished there was policing’ 
(online article)

Video   Race to the Pole
 Ü Talking about likes and dislikes

Think-pair-share • Analysing language • Focus on 
grammar • Writing a comment •  Working with a 
video 

17

Advanced C  Ways of learning
text workshop   Silicon Valley’s tech-free Waldorf School is a hit  

(newspaper article)
 Ü Talking about qualities
 Ü Talking about passing on information
 Ü Talking about ability, permission and necessity
 Ü Talking about quantities

Having a discussion • Focus on grammar •  
Analysing language • Writing a comment •  
Working with a diagram • Having a discussion • 
Listening

20

Mediation    The dangers of “healthy” eating
workshop   Wenn die Angst vor ungesundem Essen krank macht 

(Online-Artikel)
Mediation: Writing an informative handout

24

Topic task    Brand identities Doing research • Creating a brand identity 
concept

26

Exam practice    Five flavors of dumb, by Antony John 
(extract from a novel)

    Happy Lifelong Learning (Online-Artikel)

Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Mediation 28

TOPIC 2 Gender and diversity 32

Getting started   Task: Preparing a discussion about diversity in the 
workplace

Describing and analysing a cartoon • Listening • 
Having a discussion

33

Text workshop A  Diversity in gender 
Changing more than pronouns: a non-binary teen 
fights education laws (newspaper article)

Video   You don’t have to look black to be black 

Analysing style and tone • Writing a letter to 
the editor • Having a discussion • Working with 
a video

34

Text workshop B  Immigration in Canada 
The Canada experiment: is this the world’s first 
‘postnational’ country? (newspaper article)

Doing research • Focus on grammar •  
Analysing language • Writing a comment •  
Listening  • Working with a map

37

Advanced C  Changing gender roles
text workshop   How to date a feminist, by Samantha Ellis  

(extract from a play)
Analysing language • Writing a comment •  
Acting out a role play • Working with a diagram

41

Mediation   Attracting highly qualified staff to Germany
workshop   Wenn die Griechin einlädt und kein einziger 

deutscher Kollege kommt (Zeitungsartikel)
Mediation: Writing an informative article

45

Topic task  Creating a podcast about inclusion Creating and presenting a podcast 47
Exam practice   All the ways that Taika Waititi pushed for  

indigenous representation on the Thor: Ragnarok 
set (online article) 

Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Listening 48
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 Themen Kompetenzschwerpunkte

TOPIC 3 The world of work 50

Getting started    Task: Giving a talk about the changing world of 
work

Giving a talk 51

Text workshop A  Skills and qualifications 
What are the top skills that’ll get you a job when 
you graduate? (online article)

Video    Influencers and how the workforce has changed
 Ü Talking about qualities

Analysing style, tone and register • Writing an 
email • Working with a cartoon • Working with 
pictures • Working with a video

52

Advanced B  Effective advertisements
text workshop   The Copywriter’s Handbook, by Robert Bly  

(extract from a non-fiction book)
 Ü Talking about the present
 Ü Talking about ability, permission and necessity

Analysing language • Writing a comment •  
Listening • Working with a cartoon

56

Text workshop C  The fight for skilled workers 
Debating Brain Drain, by Gillian Brock 
(extract from a non-fiction book)

Doing research • Analysing the structure of a 
non-fictional text • Writing a blog post •  
Working with a video

59

Mediation   Working from Home
workshop  Her mit dem Homeoffice! (Zeitungsartikel) Mediation: Writing a blog entry

62

Topic task  Staging a talk show Listening • Staging and assessing a talk show 64
Exam practice   The labour market effects of immigration  

(newspaper article) 
Wie viele Zuwanderer braucht der deutsche  
Arbeitsmarkt? (Online-Artikel)

 Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text, Statistik und  
Mediation

66

TOPIC 4 Britain, then and now 70

Getting started   Task: Working with a video
Video    Being British but having no white friends

Doing research • Working with a video •  
Making a video

71

Advanced A  Britain and the Commonwealth
text workshop   Lessons from Commonwealth history as the UK 

finds its place in a post-Brexit world (online article) 
Analysing style, tone and register • Writing a 
personal email • Listening • Doing research and 
presenting the results

72

Text workshop B A United Kingdom?
    First Minister’s speech at Georgetown University, 

USA (extract from a speech)
 Ü Talking about conditions

Doing research • Focus on grammar •  
Analysing language • Writing a comment

76

Text workshop C  Reading Shakespeare
   Hamlet in modern English, by Warren King  

(extract from a play) 
Hamlet, Act I, Scene I, by William Shakespeare  
(extract from a play)

 Ü Talking about conditions

Creating a fact file • Analysing language •  
Writing a comment • Creating an adaptation • 
Having a discussion

79

Mediation   The British history you may not know about
workshop   Großbritannien und der lange Schatten der  

Sklaverei (Online-Artikel)
Mediation: Writing an informative handout

83

Topic task    Creating a poster about being British Creating and presenting a poster 85
Exam practice   Why Scotland’s wild, tartan-clad image is a fantasy 

dreamt up for tourists (newspaper article)
  

Text und Listening 86
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 Themen Kompetenzschwerpunkte

TOPIC 5  Science and technology  88

Getting started   Task: Giving a presentation about science and  
technology 

Working with an infographic • Having a  
discussion • Giving a presentation

89

Text workshop A  Health and safety 
What the world can learn from Japan’s robots  
(online article)

Video   Four failed inventions that changed the world
 Ü Talking about ability, permission and necessity

 
Analysing language • Writing a comment • Having 
a discussion • Working with a video 

90

Text workshop B  How to feed the world 
Plan to sell 50m meals made with electricity, water  
and air (newspaper article)

Working with a diagram • Analysing the style of a 
newspaper article • Writing a personal email •  
Listening

93

Text workshop C  Benefits of innovative technologies 
Revolutionary technologies will drive African  
prosperity – this is why (online article)

 Ü Talking about the future
 Ü Talking about conditions

Analysing language • Writing a comment •  
Working with a diagram • Acting out a role play

96

Mediation   Progress in medical technology
workshop   Stammzellenforschung: Schweine, die Leben retten? 

(Online-Artikel)
Mediation: Writing a blog entry including a 
personal comment

99

Topic task    Pitching and evaluating an invention Giving and assessing a pitch 101
Exam practice   ‘Holy grail’: how textile recycling can help slash  

emissions, pollution and landfill (newspaper article) 
Landwirtschaft 4.0 – mit Display und Drohne übern 
Acker (Online-Artikel)

Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Mediation 103

TOPIC 6  Communication 106

Getting started   Task: Discussing communication and technology Working with a cartoon • Having a discussion 107
Text workshop A  Successful professional communication 

 The 7 Cs of Communication (online article)
 Ü Talking about the present

 
Think-pair-share • Analysing language • Writing a 
blog entry • Listening • Working with a cartoon

108

Advanced B  Twitter hijack
text workshop   The Twitter hack targeted the rich and famous. But we 

all lose if trusted accounts can be hijacked  
(online article)

Focus on grammar • Analysing language •  
Writing a comment • Working with an  
infographic

111

Text workshop C  Natural language processing 
Natural Language Processing with TensorFlow, by 
Thushan Ganegedara 
(extract from a non-fiction book)

Video   Big data: why should you care?
 Ü Talking about the present
 Ü Talking about the past
 Ü Talking about the future
 Ü Talking about ability, permission and necessity
 Ü Talking about conditions

Analysing language • Writing a letter • Working 
with a cartoon • Having a discussion • Working 
with a diagram • Working with a video

115

Mediation   Woke washing
workshop   Woke washing: what happens when marketing  

communications don’t match corporate practice  
(Online-Artikel)

Mediation: Meeting an advertising agency
119

Topic task   Creating a video tutorial Creating and presenting a video tutorial 121
Exam practice   The dark side of kids’ apps (online article) Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Cartoon 122
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 Themen Kompetenzschwerpunkte

TOPIC 7  The USA, past and present  124

Getting started   Task: Giving a presentation on an American  
movement or event

Doing research • Giving a group presentation 125

Advanced A  Alexander Hamilton: founding father
text workshop   ‘Hamilton’, the musical now in Canada, tells the story  

of America’s founding passions (online article)

 
Working with a picture • Think-pair-share • Focus 
on grammar • Analysing style and tone • Writing 
a comment • Listening

126

Text workshop B  Immigration and employment in the US 
Call me American, by Abdi Nor Iftin  
(extract from a novel)

 Ü Talking about the present
 Ü Talking about the past

Analysing language • Writing a comment  •  
Working with a graphic novel • Working with a 
diagram

130

Advanced C  US foreign policy
text workshop   Biden’s chance to revive US tradition of inserting  

ethics in foreign policy (online article) 
Think-pair-share • Focus on grammar • Analysing 
language • Analysing style and tone • Writing a 
comment • Analysing a poem

134

Mediation   Education in the US
workshop   Educated, by Tara Westover (extract from a memoir) Mediation: Writing and presenting a synopsis

138

Topic task   Comparing the profiles of US political figures Working with a video • Writing a profile 140
Exam practice   Florida culture: Ethnic and cultural footprints across 

Florida (online article)
Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Grafik 141

TOPIC 8 Visions of future worlds  144

Getting started   Task: Presenting fictional visions of the future
Video   How to recognize a dystopia

Working with a video • Having a discussion 145

Text workshop A  Green cities 
Ecotopia, by Ernst Callenbach (extract from a novel)

 Ü Talking about qualities
 Ü Talking about processes

 
Analysing narrative perspectives • Writing an 
email • Working with a painting • Listening • 
Writing a fictional text • Doing research and  
giving a presentation • Writing a speech

146

Advanced B  The future of money
text workshop  One wage, by Rosalyn Kelly (extract from a short story)
 Ü Talking about ability, permission and necessity

Analysing narrative techniques • Writing a  
personal letter • Listening • Doing research

150

Advanced C  A new home for earth
text workshop  The Wandering Earth, by Cixin Liu (extract from a novel)
 Ü Talking about the present
 Ü Talking about the future

Think-pair-share • Analysing language • Writing a 
diary entry • Creating a cinema poster • Writing a 
blog post

153

Mediation   Reading habits
workshop   Das Ende vom Buch (Online-Artikel) Mediation: Creating and presenting a  

podcast

156

Topic task    Analysing a film about the future Giving a presentation • Writing a film review 158
Exam practice   ‘Dry, by Neal and Jarrod Shusterman  

(extract from a novel)
Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Cartoon 159
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 Themen Kompetenzschwerpunkte

TOPIC 9 Globalisation  162

Getting started   Task: Designing a collage about globalisation Working with quotes • Listening • Designing 
and presenting a collage

163

Advanced A  Facing climate change
text workshop   New Zealand national statement to United Nations  

General Assembly 2019 (extract from a speech)

 
Analysing language • Writing a speech

168

Text workshop B  How much is enough? 
How much is enough?, by Robert Skidelsky and Edward 
Skidelsky (extract from a non-fiction book)

 Ü Talking about conditions

Analysing the structure of a non-fictional text • 
Writing a comment • Having a discussion

171

Text workshop C  Global water 
Women helping women (online article)

Video   Climate change threatens Tunisia’s olive farming
Doing research • Analysing language • Writing a 
speech • Working with a video • Acting out a role 
play

174

Mediation   Solutions to climate change
workshop   Angela Merkel will klimafreundlichen Wiederaufbau 

nach Corona-Krise (Online-Artikel)
Mediation: Writing an informative article

177

Topic task    A speech for the Glocal Impact Prize Writing, giving and recording a speech 179
Exam practice    Will coronavirus be the turning point for globalisa-

tion? (online article) 
Die Welt braucht den globalen Dreh (Online-Artikel)

Kombinierte Aufgabe: Text und Mediation 180

Anhang
Helping hand 184

Operatoren 200

Skills files 201

Grammar files 256

Vocabulary 276

Irregular verbs 326

Classroom phrases 327

Map UK 330

Map USA 331
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Grammatik-Erklärfilme

Mit Hilfe von Grammatik-Erklärfilmen und interaktiven Übungen können grammatische Phänomene 
wiederholt und gefestigt werden. 
Die Filme sowie die Übungen stehen online für Sie bereit. 
Geben Sie einfach den Code 38va6p unter www.klett.de ein.

Ü Talking about the present – simple present, present progressive
– questions and negative sentences

Ü Talking about the past – simple past, past progressive

Ü Talking about the present perfect – present perfect simple, present perfect progressive
– present perfect, simple past

Ü Talking about the future –  will-future, going-to-future, present with future  
meaning

Ü Talking about quantities – some, any, every, no and their compounds

Ü Talking about qualities – adjectives, adverbs
– comparison of adjectives and adverbs, exceptions

Ü  Talking about ability, permission and 
necessity

– modal auxiliaries and their substitutes

Ü  Talking about describing people or 
things in more detail

– relative clauses: who, which, that, whose

Ü Talking about conditions – if-clauses

Ü Talking about likes and dislikes – the gerund

Ü Talking about processes – the passive: present, past, future

Ü Talking about passing on information –  reported speech

Weitere Materialien finden Sie online
Geben Sie den entsprechenden Code auf www.klett.de ein und gelangen Sie zu folgenden Materialien:

Code 38va6p Online-Grammatik mit Erklärfilmen und Übungen
Code n46z56 Online-Selbsteinschätzungstest (Self-Checks) und Übungen
Code fm43ea Materialien zu den Topics (Progress reports, Vokabellernlisten, alphabetische Wortliste)
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